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72F - A Treasure Hunter's Dream
by Richard H. Barton

The 3Fr Standing Helvetia issue is a fascinating
study. Of the 9 different issues listed in Zumstein, 3
of them are cataloged over 9000 SFr (Scott only lists 5
different issues, none of which are cataloged at over
$100) . The 72C has only 10 known copies (see TELL
Sept . 1995, p. 5), while the 100A has about 20 known
copies.

What makes the 72F so intriguing is the fact that
it is numerous enough to make it likely that more are
still hidden in numerous dealer stocks and older
collections. Zumstein shows 72F with a catalog value
of 9000 SFr . used . Since Scott does not recognize it as
a separate issue, it is sold by U. S. dealers as Scott 88
cataloged at $8 .00 used. Thus it is indeed a find . The
fact that the 3Fr issue was primarily used for
packages makes it more likely to show up in the U . S.
than in Switzerland. To date there are only about 100
known examples . The exact number actually printed
and perforated is not know, but probably 200 to 400.
They were printed with plates of 200, which were
separated into sheets of 100 prior to perforating . As
all of the known copies are from fields 1 - 100, it
appears that only the left half of the sheets were
perforated 11 3/4.

The author has discovered three of these beauties
in the past 5 years, so they are out there waiting to be
discovered. The one shown was liberated from a small
dealers stock at a local bourse. It is from field 63 of
printing plate la and has retouches of the lower border
and corner below FRANCO (Zst . 3 .11/I) . Like many of
the 72Fs discovered, it has a St . Gallen 1901
cancellation.

Another one was included in a batch of 3Fr issues
purchased sight unseen at an auction last year. That
one is from field 62 (just left of the above copy and the
perforations appear to match, so they are probably
from the same sheet) of printing plate Ia, and has a
retouch in the lower border (Zst . 3.1/I) . It too is
canceled St. Gallen 26.I.01, or 4 days later than the
illustrated specimen.

The third 72F was just found last month (between
the first writing of this article and the sending of it to
the printer) at the same bourse, but different dealer,
as the first one. It is from field 17 and has a GAIS -9
X 01 cancel . It does not have any retouches . It is the
poorest centered, but has the freshest color.

A reprint of an article on the 72F by Pierre
Guinand is included in this issue starting on page 8.
It goes into detailed descriptions of how to identify the
72F from its close brethren the 72A and 72E. I will try
to summarize the process that I go through to identify
the 72F. It is not as precise as Herr Guinand' s, but it
quickly culls out the more plebeian 3Fr items and then
one can follow Herr Guinand 's more precise methods
on the remaining 10% for final identification . However
it could cause you to pass up the rarer 72C and 100A.

The printing of the 72F is fuzzy (Zumstein lists a
72Fb as a clear strike, with only two examples found
to date) . This immediately separates it from most of
the 3Fr issues . If the cancel is readable, then the year
should be 1901 . There are some known 72Fs canceled
in 1902, but they are not listed on the date table on
page 12 . Next count the vertical teeth . 14 is the
magic number and by now you have either a 72A, 72E,
or 72F . Then check the size of the stamp . The 72A
and 72F is slightly taller (23 mm - bottom of perfs)
than the 72E (22 mm) . The 1992 Zumstein Specialized
catalog has a size and perforation guide on page 90.
Otherwise carry a ruler or a 72A for comparison.

(Cont. on Page 2 .)
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72F (Cont.)
After the above checks, look for the control mark

and determine if it is I (wider) for 72A or II (narrower)
for 72F. I leave the later for last as it is usually diffi-
cult to see at a bourse or dealer and it is very time con-
suming to use watermark fluid (if available).

If you should be fortunate enough to find a 72F,
please send it to Pierre Guinand for Authentication.
He is keeping the records for the issue.

FRENCH-OCCUPIED SWITZERLAND, 1792-1815
The above named exhibit by Harlan F . Stone has

been photocopied and donated to the American Phila-
telic Research Library . AHPS members can borrow a
copy from Ms. Gini Horn, Librarian APRL, APS, PO
Box 8000, State College, PA 16803.

The exhibit covers the following topics.
Introduction : This exhibit documents, primarily

through postal markings, how the French and Swiss
organized and administered postal services in the ar-
eas that now make up Switzerland during the French
revolutionary and Napoleonic era of 1792-1815. In-
cluded are areas that France annexed, occupied and
left independent.

Annexed Territories : France annexed parts of
Northwest and Southwest Switzerland . These used
French departmental postmarks .
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From the President
The heat finally broke and it feels more like

working with stamps again, because we in the East
had a very rough summer and even thinking "stamps"
was very hard.

Now it becomes high time to get ready for
"ARIPEX " where, as reported earlier, a very
interesting program will await us.

We also need a volunteer for taking care of our
meetings in Milwaukee WI in September 1998 in
cooperation with MILCOPEX. While it looks like a
long-time off, time flies fast and if you live in that
region we would love to have you as the general
chairman. Please let us know - thanks!

AHPS exhibited the Felix Ganz book "Postal
Cancellations and Markings in Switzerland" at the
Third National Philatelic Literature Exhibition in
Ottawa, Canada , June '95. The book received a silver
medal. It must be repeated that thanks to Vinal
Grim and Steve Weston, this book came into being
and they deserve our congratulations.

As a matter of fact, we still have some copies of
this book available for sale . Those of you who put off
buying the book or don 't know what to give a stamp
collector as a Xmas present, here is your chance.
Just send the necessary payment and address to Dick
Hall and even add a note (not letter) to be included
with the book and we will take care of the shipment.

Your Board of Directors has reviewed the
standing rule that the AHPS membership list is not
being published and/or for sale as requested by
some . In these days of computers and all the talk
about cyberspace, we felt that it would not be in the
best interest of the individual member to release such
a document to the public . We feel very strongly that
the membership should support those dealers and
individuals who by various means can advertise in
"Tell". This will give you a chance to request from
them what your heart desires instead of being
"bombarded" with material in which you are not
interested.

STAMPSHOW 95 in St. Louis has come and gone
and congratulations are extended to Ralph
Soderberg and Harlan Stone for their fine Swiss
exhibits in the World Series of Philately,
participating as Grand Award winners of SCOPEX
and INDYPEX respectively. In addition, both got
gold in the Open Exhibition for other Swiss
material and Soderberg also the Reserve Grand
Award.

Since this is already the last issue of the year, the
very best wishes for a very happy and healthy Holiday
season and New Year are extended to all of you, and
especially "fun & good stamping" . Will see you all, I
hope, at "ARIPEX"

Ernest L Bergman

Exhibit Awards

	

by Harlan F. Stone
AHPS exhibitors again took advantage of a

one-frame opportunity, using the third annual
AmeriStamp Expo in May to show six displays.
James A. Anderson received a gold medal for " Pioneer
Railroad Post Office Markings" and a vermeil for
" numbered Railroad Post Office Markings " . Harlan F.
Stone won a gold medal for "1900 UPU
Commemorative Uses" and a vermeil plus an AAPE
award of honor for "Mobile Post Offices". John
Steinberg gained a vermeil for "Civilian Internment
Camps 1940-43" and Charles J . LaBlonde received a
silver for "The de Coppet Postmarks".

At STAMPSHOW 95 John Steinberg, a
literature dealer, convinced the American Philatelic
Society to accept non-English language books in its
annual literature competition for the first time . The
results: gold for "Swiss Letter Mail to Foreign
Countries 1459-1907", authored by Richard Schaefer
Sr., vermeil for "Study of Swiss Hotel Mail" by M.
Kottelat, and "The Winterthur" by H . F . Hunziker,
both published by Zumstein, and silver for the 1995
Zumstein Swiss catalog.

At CANADA 95, Gene Kelley's Catalogs of the
Taxed Documents of Switzerland, Volume Three . With
Post Cancel on Kanton Tax Stamps on Documents got
a bronze.

Other recent award winners:
AHPS, "Postal Cancellations and Markings" by

Felix Ganz, CANADA 95, silver.
J. R. Fahs, "Ticino Sampler 1862-92", DELPEX 95,

silver.
Ralph B. Soderberg, "IKW Issue 1918-1919",

PLYMOUTH 95, vermeil and Helvetia award ; "Sitting
Helvetia", STAMPSHOW 95, reserve grand ; "Standing
Helvetia", APS World series of Philately (WSP) , gold.

John Steinberg, "Civilian Internment Camp Mail
1940-46", BALPEX 95, vermeil.

Harlan

	

F .

	

Stone,

	

"Sitting

	

Helvetia" ,
STAMPSHOW

	

95,

	

gold ;

	

"French-Occupied
Switzerland 1792-1815", APS WSP, gold.

George O. Trabue Jr ., "Strubels", PLYMOUTH 95,
silver.

Editor's comments

	

Dick Barton
This is the last issue of the first year of my two

year stint as your editor . I have learned a lot about
both editing a stamp journal and Swiss philately.
More importantly I have had the opportunity to talk
and correspond with a number of very interesting
people.

However this is a good time to have all of you
think about how you can contribute to AHPS and
particularly to TELL . Do you have something of
interest about Swiss Philately to share with your
fellow members? How about serving as an officer,
either elected or appointed! AHPS is only as good as
your involvement. Give it some thought, then act!
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Swiss Mail Service to Foreign Countries
Interrupted During World War II -

Corrections & Additions -
by Ernest L Bergman

The above article was published in TELL XX (4)
10-11, 1994. Roland F . Kohl (2) of Zürich CH seriously
questioned the validity of the statement that the
stamps "Retour-Zurück etc ."' or "Zurück-Retour etc .""
were applied in Lyon or Frankfurt respectively, as
stated in the article. This original information was
taken from Riemer (4) page 105 Figure 277 and page
161, Figure 428.

Figure 1 . 12-16-1944 Zürich 12
Fraumünster (airmail) to Barcelona,
Spain, censored by Zensurstelle b

Berlin, by British P-148 and by Spain on
March 1, 1945. Black streak on lower
left is due to German test for secret
writings.

In the meantime, AHPS printed the Felix
Ganz book (1). On pages 19-25 of this book in
the Table "Alphabetical List of Postal Mark-
ings of Switzerland", "Retour-Zurück" and
"Zurück- Retour" are recorded as Nrs . R9 and
Z4 respectively. Walton (7) stated in 1983
that Swiss mail was stamped at the "collec-
tion center" with "Zurück-Retour etc ." but it
still left the controversy between Riemer (4)
and other reports open as to where these
stamps were applied.

The author was now able, through Jean Specht of
Basel CH (6), to secure finally an official documenta-
tion (Nr. 4310.4.5 ) of the Direction General of the
Swiss Postal Service (PTT), dated May 16,1940, which
requested the District Postoffices etc . to apply the spe-
cial stamp "Zurück-Retour" to all mail destined for
Luxemburg & The Netherlands and return the items

to the sender, because one had to expect a longer dura-
tion of interruption of mail movement to these coun-
tries. Furthermore, LaBlonde (3) reported the same in
regard to mail service to Norway, as based on PTT
Postal Bulletin 83.

Therefore, it must be assumed that Riemer (4) has
been incorrect and the footnotes to Figures 2, 5 and 7
of my article should read "applied in Switzerland" and
not returned from Frankfurt, and those of Figures 4
and 6 should state the same and not "returned from
Lyon".

This would also answer the questions posed by the
writer under Period IV, namely "By whom and where
was this Lyon stamp used" . In the meantime, on a se-
cured postcard (Figure 1), the sender wrote on De-

1 cember 15, 1944 to an uncle in Spain :"Today,
I read in the newspaper that mail can be
shipped again to Spain" . This would indicate
that there was indeed a mail embargo at that
time, but it seemed to be of much shorter du-

, ration than in previous periods.
Mr. Kohl (1) also drew my attention to the

fact that there exists another stamp, also ap-
plied in Switzerland, namely "Retour-
Zurück/Service postal aérien suspendu/ Luft-
verkehr eingestellt" (Figure 2), as recorded on
page 61, No. 52 in the Luftpost-Handbuch.
This stamp was issued in Geneva in 1942 and
is 16 x 68 mm in size . (5). Ganz has this
stamp recorded as R10 in his list (1).

In addition, a stamp "Vom Postamt Lyon
gare zurückgewiesen/mangels Verbindung
mit besetztem Gebiet/ Post Basel 2" was also

- issued by Switzerland as per Ganz Nr V10 (1)

Figure 2. 12-3-1942 Basel (airmail) to Lon-
don, but airmail service suspended and returned
to sender. Resubmitted for shipment when service
opened again, probably 1-13-43, hence the stamp
crossed out with pencil . Censored by OKW b

Berlin. Gray vertical streak represents censor's test
for secret writings.
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and Mr. Specht (6) but not as in-
terpreted by Riemer (3) on page
161, Figure 427 as being applied in
Lyon. A copy of this stamp, used on
a post card, is shown in Figure 3 by
courtesy of Specht (6) who wrote
that this stamp also exists in
French language.

These corrections, additions and
documentations again draw the at-
tention to the fact that even now,
55 years later, we still don't have
all the facts of this terrible period
and should not be afraid to make
corrections when a reversal of
earlier published data is warrantied.

References:
1. Ganz, Felix, 1994, Postal

Cancellations and Markings In
Switzerland. American Helvetia
Philatelic Society, PO Box 666,
Manhattan Beach CA 90266.

2. Kohl, Roland, F . 1994,
Personal communications.

3. LaBlonde, Charles J ., 1995,
World War II --one more time.
TELL (21) 4: page 14.

4 Riemer, Carl-Heinz, 1979,
Die Überwachung des Auslands-
briefverkehrs während des II . Welt-
krieges durch Deutsche Dienststel-
len, Heft 88, Neue Schriftenreihe,
Poststempelgilde "Rhein-Donau" ,
Düsseldorf, Germany

5 Schweizerischer Aerophilate-
listen-Verein, 1978, Schweizerische
Luftpost-Handbuch, 1978 . SAV Sel-
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6. Specht, Jean 1995, Personal
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7. Walton, E. C ., 1983, Censored
Mail from Switzerland, World War
II Period 1939-1947. TELL (9)
7-12,47-51,89-95 .

Figure 3 . 5-19-1941 Schöftland to
Clicky (Seine) France but returned
to sender because destined to the
occupied zone of France & no mail
service existed at that time between
the two French zones .
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Basel, a Post Office
Specializing in Cut-
Rate Mail?

by Herbert Brach
I have long had a suspicion that

somebody in the Basel post office
was a specialist in cutting corners
when it came to determining rates
paid for transatlantic mail during
the Strubel period.

In effect, I found that of 18 let-
ters originating in Basel with
destinations in the U .S., only 7 paid the
going rate, while 11 were franked
at rates that took a roulette chance
of reaching their destination with-
out penalty. Nothing illegal, mind
you, just being sharp and taking
advantage of existing alternatives.

How successful was the ploy?
Well, out of the 11 chances taken,
ten slipped through, some with
ocean freight never having been
paid by anybody. Only one was
caught and that through a stupid
mistake ; it was penalized as
franked because our man forgot
that the division into Rayons in
Switzerland for traffic to the U. S .

had been discontinued as of Janu-
ary 1, 1857 and that the rate for
transport via American steamer
from Le Havre had been unified at
65 Rappen from any point in Swit-
zerland. The letter from 17 June
1857, franked at the old Rayon I
rate of 60 Rp, was thus a glaring
mistake.

Basel was absolutely unique in
its success with getting away with
the practice of using the lowest
rates available. Of other towns
with more than one attempt to use
reduced rates, Geneve with four
tries was successful only once, with
three of their letters having had the
full 21c postage due assessed in the
U.S. Zurich, with three attempts,
had two assessed the full postage
due with one having gone via
American sailing ship with the cor-
rect rate for this service . St. Imier,
with three tries, had all three as-
sessed the full postage due in the
U.S. Basel was truly the queen of
cut-rate mail to the new world.

THE EVIDENCE

Rate
FIRST RATE PERIOD

	

1 .30

SECOND RATE PERIOD 1 .30

Date/Paid (if correct)
(15 Sep 1854 - 14 Dec 1854)

	

No mail from Basel found

(15 Dec 1854 - 31 Dec 1856)

Paid/Assessed

THIRD RATE PERIOD 0.95

FOURTH RATE PERIOD 1 .15

12 Jan 55 1 .30 x 2 Br. Pkt.
12 Feb 55
9 Mar 55 1 .30 Br. Pkt.

19 Apr 55
9 Apr 56 1 .30 Br. Pkt.

12 Jun 56 1 .30 Am Pkt.
17 Jun 56

(1 Jan 1857 - 30 Apr 1857)
8 Apr 57

25 Apr 57

(1 May 1857- 30 Jun 1862)
17 Jun 57

21 Aug 57
6 Aug 58 1 .15x2 Am. Service

20 Dec 58
8 Jul 59
2 Jan 60
2 Jul 60

18 Jul 60 1 .15x3 Br . Service
18 Sep 61 1 .15

	

Br. Service

.60 Br. Pkt. (no ocean freight paid)

.60 Am. sailing ship, 2c to captain

.60 Br. Pkt. (no ocean freight paid)

.65x2 Br . Service, no freight paid

	

.65

	

Br. Service, no freight paid

.60 Livree comme non affranchie
21c postage due

.65 Am. Service, no sea freight paid

.95x4 Br . Service, Br . Open Mails
.95x2 ? Service, Br. Open Mails
.95x2 Br. Service, Br . Open Mails

	

.95

	

Br . Service, Br . Open Mails

FIFTH RATE PERIOD

	

1 .10 (1 Jul 1862 - 31 Jul 1863)

	

No mail from Basel found
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EXPLANATORY NOTES:
1. The "going " rate was that from

Basel prepaid to U.S. port of arri-
val up to April 30, 1857 and to
destination from May 1, 1857 on.

2. The 95 Rp rate of the third
Strubel rate period was that in
force for transport via British
packets between the effective
date of the British-French postal
treaty (January 1, 1857) and that
of the U.S.-French postal treaty
(April 1, 1857) . For reasons
unknown, the Swiss postal authori-
ties missed the second date by 30
days and did not change their
rates until May 1, 1957.

Note the two letters from
Basel during this 30-day period
(8 April and 25 April 1857)
which both slipped through in
the confusion.

The 95 Rp rate from May 1,
1857 on was that for the British
Open Mails, which was reduced
to 90 Rp starting July 1, 1862; it
was supposedly paid the rate to
port of arrival only, but all four
letters from Basel so franked
were delivered free to the
addressees.

3. The 60 Rp rate from Basel un-
til December 31, 1856 and the 65
Rp rate from January 1, 1857 on,
was on the books for:

a. Transport via American
steamer, in which case it paid
the rate to European port of
embarkation only . Sea freight
was to be collected in the U .S.
from addressee.
b. Transport vis French

merchant vessel, in which case it
paid the rate to U.S. port of
arrival.
Since no Strubel mail trans-

ported via French merchant vessel
has yet been found, for all practical
purposes this rate should have
been applicable to transport via
American steamer only, or, as we
found out, to American sailing
ships.

Of seven such frankings known
from Basel, four traveled via Brit-
ish Packet and sea freight was
never paid on them. One traveled
via American sailing ship and the
captain received 2c for his troubles.

November 1995

One went by American steamer (21
August 1857) after the rates had
been unified, but slipped through
without paying the sea freight in
the confusion . Only one letter was
penalized because of a glaring
mistake of insufficient postage . Note
that Basel abstained from attempt-
ing to use the 65 Rp rate after
August 1857 and contented itself to
cutting corners by the employ of the
British Open Mail rate of 95 Rp
thereafter.

ARIPEX 96
By now you all know that the

next AHPS Convention will be held

at ARIPEX 96 in Mesa, Arizona
from January 5 - 7, 1996 . (If you
did not know, then shame on you
for not reading the past few issues
of TELL!)

What you may not know is that
from 1-5 PM on the afternoon of
Thursday, January 4, 1996 there
will be held a "Swiss Philatelic
Roundtable " sponsored by AHPS.
An international team of
Participants will be there to answer all of
your questions about Swiss
Philately.

This will be the Swiss Philatelic
opportunity of a life time, so don't
miss it!
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72F

	

by Pierre Guinand
(SBZ, May 1979, updated Sep 1995)
translated by Evelyn & Peter Meier

The first question a non-
collector asks a collector is : Do you
have the "Basler Tubli"? As if this
rare bird is the criteria to divide
collectors into two classes : those
that have it and those that do not.
(those poor have-nots ; do you think
they can sleep at night?)

But in conversation that phi-
latelists have with each other, one
of the subjects that crops up quite
often is the famous 72F stamp, that
many look for, but few own.

Why of all the things that one,
when in the same family reign the
100A, the 97B and the baby of the
family, the brand new 68A, of
which we know of only 3 samples.
All these pieces are missing from
most of the collections, and the 72F
cannot compare in rarity to those.

We can explain the infatuation
with this stamp two ways : one that
it is fairly difficult to identify,
which means that each of us might
be lucky enough to find one which
slipped mistakenly into an album of
a dealer or into a circuit folder.
The second reason is that right now
there are actually quite a number
of 72F on the market . (Editors note:
In the past 4 years I have only seen
one on the market and it was in
TELL - see mini-ad) An enormous
amount of 3Fr Standing Helvetias
were brought recently into Switzer-
land, and several of those rare
stamps were mixed in, among thou-
sands of less interesting stamps.
This untouchable stamp is becom-
ing accessible, at least for the time
being, and just to exhibit a 72F is
probably not any more enough to
boost a collection in a regional show
to a silver medal level . For several
years already there is not a week
that a collector shows us one or sev-
eral 3Fr in the hope that one of
them is the right number ; most of
the time we had to answer nega-
tively, but in the past few months a
few collectors or dealers were com-
pensated for their efforts (or
purchases.) . How do you recognize this
stamp? According to the catalogs,

it is a yellow-brown 3Fr,
given out in 1901, 11 3/4
toothed on all sides, with
a narrow oval control
sign, and appearing quite
fuzzy. Let's try to exam-
ine in detail the different
criteria that allow us to
identify it exactly:

Serration and Format
All philatelists know that the

72F has 14 vertical teeth . Unfortu-
nately, the 72A and the 72E also
have 14 perforations, so simply
counting the teeth is not enough.
Using an odontometer exactly
would help, but it is necessary to
learn how to handle this instru-
ment with some common sense, and
to keep in mind that even if the in-
strument measures very precisely,
it does not mean that the stamp is
exact. (By the way, do you know
that the odontometer was invented
in 1890 in Lausanne by Mr . Eugene
Cheneviere, who was then secre-
tary, and later on vice president of
the Lausanne society of "Stampol-
ogy". A German firm, who rightly
guessed that this invention would
be very popular, appropriated it for
itself without permission, and later
on called it a "perforation table " )
Of course it is very important that
these tables are printed very pre-
cisely and that the measurements
are calibrated exactly to correspond
with the top and bottoms of the per-
forations . However, these line per-
forations, which have been used
now for a century, have not been
constructed by people in love with
round numbers. We have made a
quick check of a half-sheet of the
86C, and have found the following
counts: horizontally, 117 teeth for
20 cm; vertically, 61 teeth for 10
cm. Maybe they used another
measuring system! The perfora-
tion, which in philatelic language
means the number of teeth in 2 cm,
is therefore exactly 11,7 by 12,2.
While all catalogues and perfora-
tion tables say 11,5 by 12 . there-
fore do not expect the number of
the odontometers to correspond al-
ways 100% with the perforation of
the stamps, and the numbers given,
even though they appear very exact

Fig. 1 . Left, 72A; center, 72E;
right, 72F. Two are perforated
11 3/4 (72A and 72F) and have
a slightly higher format than
the 72E, perforated 11 1/2 : 12.

(11 .75, 11 .5, 12 etc.) must be
considered approximations. We
therefore warn anybody not to use
the odontometer to locate a 72F.

What to do then? A proverb
says: comparison is not logic ; but it
is by comparisons that any collector
can distinguish the two perfora-
tions: 11 .75 : 12 or 11 .5 : 12. All
one has to do is to place the two
vertical sides side by side, and if
there is any difference it becomes
very obvious, especially especially
there is a minute difference in
height between the two stamps . As
a matter of fact, all the stamps
which appeared at that time, be
they slightly higher in format than
the stamps perforated 11 .5 : 12.

The Watermark
Controlmark or watermark?

Technically, this cross surrounded
by an oval was pressed into the al-
ready dry paper, whereas the true
watermark (the big cross without
an oval frame) is a mark pressed
into the wet paper and thus creates
a thinning of the paper at the
pressmark. This mark does not do
this. Yet the name "control sign " or
" control mark", even though con-
stant use has made it acceptable, is
not sufficient, since all watermarks
are after all "control marks". This
goes also for the crossthread of the
"Rappen", or the bits of silk thread
of many later editions. Those too
are control marks, i .e . signposts
which give the users the possibility
to check the authenticity of the
stamps they have at hand, and also
make it impossible to imitate it.
(We have to admit that these marks
work.) Let's remember that it is
the post office, and not the
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Fig. 6 & 7 . Two 72A with average clear printing . Fig. 8 & 9 . Two 72Da with fuzzy printing, the
72F is similar.

Fig. 10 & 11 . Two 72Ea, slightly fuzzy, Similar
to the less clear 72F .

Fig. 12 & 13. Two 72Eb, especially clean and fine.
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Fig 14 and 15
(left) . The differ-
ence between the
fuzzy (72Da, 72F)
and the clean
(72Eb) printing
can be especially
seen in the oval
and the Swiss
shield of arms.

72A: This is a stamp that was
given out over 10 years, since one
can find it with cancellations from
1891 to 1902, and even later. Two
plates with 200 boxes were used for
the printing of this stamp, and even
though the printing in general is
pretty good, one can find once in a
while some examples which are less
clear . When the printing is slightly
smudged and the cancellation is
1901, one must examine the stamp
carefully to distinguish between the
72A and the 72F ; in that case, the
watermark and the paper quality
are the determining factors . With
few exceptions, the 72A is a very
well made stamp, in which the hori-
zontal lines of the oval are very
distinct.

72Ea : This issue comes from
a printing run on a sheet with 400
stamps. Whereas the 72Eb are es-
pecially neat and precise, the 72Ea
are characterized by fuzzy printing,
similar to the 72Da and 72F.

The horizontal lines are most of
the times indistinct and seem to be
touching each other at several
spots. These stamps have charac-
teristically a reddish appearance on
the backside, just like the 20c and

Fig 17. Left a 72F, right a 72A
with its grainier paper . Note the
correspondence of the perforations
on the vertical sides; you can also
distinguish the watermark, (left the
narrow oval, right the large oval) .

30c of 1901 (66E1 .6 and 68E1 .6)
This phenomena, similar to the
"ivory heads" of the first British
stamps, can be found on nearly all
the 72Ea, whereas we have never
found them on a 72F, or for that
matter on a 72Da. The reddish
variation is sometimes very indis-
tinct, but a trained eye can discern
it immediately, and in that case one
has to classify the stamp as a 72E.

The Paper
Even though used very infre-

quently, checking the paper is a
very food means of distinction, es-
pecially when the watermark shows
up badly . The 72A was printed on
a fairly soft paper with a slightly
rough surface and under a light at
an oblique angle the backside
shows a certain porosity, which
slightly reminds you of a blotting
paper. The later editions (to which
the 72F belongs) have a much
firmer paper, smoother, more satin-
like, resembling the paper used for
the editions Number and Cross,
around 1900. the backside is
smoother and approaches the con-
sistency of today's vellum paper .

Fig 16. the reverse side of a
72Eb, which shows on a red-
dish background the silhouette
of the Helvetia and the squares
of the stamp value on the top
of the stamp.

Touch-Ups
Generally, they are at the upper or
lower frames, and they are charac-
teristic enough that we should
mention them. They are done very
carefully, in contrast with the ap-
pearances of the touch ups on the
Standing Helvetia . The engraver
has conscientiously re-engraved
with the help of an engraving tool
the lines which were not deep
enough on the printing plate.
Those lines appear darker, because
it is extremely difficult to gauge the
necessary pressure exactly to
achieve a perfect correction. Those
retouches don ' t show as supplemen-
tary lines to the original engraving,
but simply as a reinforcement at
different spots of the design.

We can find those retouches on
the 72A, 72C, 72F, 72Da, 100A, and
100B, which were printed either
with one or two common plates.
They are not to be found on the
72Ea. the retouches on the latter,
which are very rare, appear much

Fig.18-22. The re-engraving, very frequently seen on the 72A, 72F, 72Da,
100A and 100B, can be found mainly in the upper and lower frames.
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more irregular, and the reinforced
lines are rarely straight, and if they
are, they rarely follow the strict
parallelism of the original design.

The Cancellation
Cancellations cannot be used to

identify the stamps, we give the
following information only to help
you. All of those who are interested
in the Standing Helvetia know that
most of the sheets were sold in St.
Gallen, as we can see on the cancel-
lations of the pieces found so far.
On the other hand it is generally
not known that the distribution of
those stamps was not limited to the
main post office of the district, but
some neighboring offices had a sup-
ply also . Some copies had cancella-
tions of the St. Gallen branch, St.
Fiden, Rorschach, Appenzell, Gais,
Wihlen-Herisau, Rheineck . An-
other distribution center was in Li-
estal, and Basel, St . Alban, but with
less copies. Aside from those two
fairly limited sources, two copies
have been found with surprising
cancellations, and we leave it to the
reader to dream up an explanation
for the cancellations from Zurich
R.III Fahpr .Aufgabe and another
one from LaCure, a small village
vaudois in Geneva Postcircle. We
wanted to show with these exam-
ples that anything is possible with
cancellation localities, even though
8 or 9 out of 10 cancellations came
from St . Gallen.

The cancellation days are not
help either . In several collections
we have seen cancellation date on
the 3Fr with location St. Gallen
Fahrp.Exp, and we can see that
this postoffice used stamps simulta-
neously which today's collectors
classify as different editions. The
following list shows that the St.
Gallen Post office used the 72A, the
72Da and the 72F during the first
four months of the year. we also
noticed that the 72F was issued
during two different periods in the
year: a first series during the first
three months of 1901, and a second
one at the end of the year . It is
therefore impossible to get first day
editions, since an exact date cannot
be determined for the 72F. The
stamp was issued with other ones .

All we can do is push back the date
as we are discovering new speci-
mens, and so come closer to the
first day sale . Up to now the oldest
use known for the 72F is Jan . 19,
1901 . Fig. 26 (below) shows an ex-
ample with the fuzzy printing,
characteristic of the first sheets,
with a cancellation of Jan . 15, 1901
- four days earlier . When will we
find a 1900 cancellation? (The
earliest known cancellation is now
Jan. 10, 1901)

We do not want to continue without
thanking all the dealers and collec-
tors who allowed us to preserve on
video sufficient quantities of pairs,
strips, blocks and even half-sheets
of 50 stamps, so that we could re-
constitute at least two plates of

72A. And one of those plates was
the one used for the 72F! Thanks
especially to the PTT, which opened
its archives for us, a true treasure
cave, where, among other marvels,
the printing plate of these stamps is
kept . . . It is a plate with 200
squares, and its reconstitution is
finished. The identification of most
of the squares is relatively easy,
thanks to the many retouches
which are present at the beginning
of the printing. thanks to this plate
we have been able to place the
72F's which were submitted to us.
Some of the pieces defied our ef-
forts, either because their printing
was decidedly too fuzzy, or the can-
cellations masked the important
parts of the picture. However we
succeeded in getting a surprising
result : All the 72Fs which we iden-
tified and which we could place on
the printing plate came from the
left half of the latter! . . .And yet this
plate has not been sawed in half,
since it still exists in one piece, very
solid and heavy, covered for protec-
tion by a layer of transparent wax.
We had a lot of trouble on account
of the wax to take usable pictures.

Fig 24-25. Two
newly discovered can-
cellations on the 72F:
Zurich, and La Cure.
One can see a slight re-
engraving in the left
hand bottom corner on
the stamp with the
Zurich cancellation.
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How was this possible? First of
all, we must know that the 72F and
the 72Da were printed simultane-
ously, and were delivered to the
same post offices during the same
time span . Fig. 27 (below) shows a
schematic reproduction of this
plate, on which the locations of the
72F are marked in black.

We suggest a hypotheses on
why the 72F is absent from the
right half of the plate . (Fig. 28
right) The sheets of stamps, which
come non-serrated from the press,
200 stamps per sheet, are plied one
on top of the other, and then split
into two panels of 100 each to be
perforated . If we accept that only a
few sheets were perforated 11 3/4,
it is logical that they come only
from one of the halves of the print-
ing plate, since the splitting up
into panels of 100s takes place be-
fore the perforation. At that time
the post office did not pay atten-
tion to the differences in serration;
it was the philatelists that decided
there were two editions which dif-
fered from each other only in the
serration, i .e . a technical detail.

What is the conclusion? The
Standing Helvetia, with all its obvi-
ous and subtle nuances, with rare
and original cancellations and other
variations, presents a rich and in-
teresting challenge to the beginner
as well as the expert collector . It is
not too late to start collecting it ; we
have quite some friends who discov-
ered some extraordinary finds in
this field.

Figure 27. The printing plate with
200 places, but the 72F has only
been found in the left 100. The
stamps found so far are shown in
black.
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WORLD WAR II - ONE MORE TIME
PART 8

	

by Charles J. LaBlonde

In the last two installments we digressed slightly
from the WW II PTT correspondence discovered by
Michael Rutherfoord in the basement of the PTT
Library . Recall that, in the early days of the war, the
PTT tried everything possible to assure transport of
mail from Switzerland to the world . Every complaint
was answered in some detail, to the point where the
letters start to sound similar . And this in the days
before word processors!

In this installment we wrap up 1940. The first
letter is especially for our Canadian friends . It appears
that someone in the Swiss Foreign Ministry wrote to
the PTT asking about mail to Canada. Here is the
answer. We get a clue as to why mail from Canada
took longer than mail from New York . (There were no
flights from Canada to England at this time, correct?)

Swiss Foreign Ministry
Overseas Department
Bern

Postal Connections with Canada

	

2 .X.1940
Dear Minister,

In response to your letter, in which you forwarded
to us a report from the Swiss Consul General in
Montreal about postal connections between
Switzerland and Canada, we are pleased to provide
the following information.

Since restoration of rail service between Geneva
and Lisbon, letter and parcel mail from Switzerland
for Canada is sent regularly once per week via ship to

Figure 1 - 21 November 1940, St.Gallen to
Montreal . Canadian censor . Interesting rate for
surface, third weight stage ( .30 + .20 + .20) .

New York. Of course the steam ships are slow . And
there are often problems between Geneva and Lisbon
with rolling stock and personnel in France and Spain.
You should count on a transit time of at least 4 weeks.
Unfortunately the Canadian postal authorities only
use the connection between New York and Lisbon
sparingly . When Canadian ships are departing for
Great Britain, the mail for Switzerland is put aboard
them. Since there are only 1-2 ship connections
between Great Britain and Lisbon every month and
the freighters are often overloaded, the Swiss mail sits
in England. Since June for example, mail from
Montreal for Basel routed via England has taken 46,
54, 59 and 78 days. At the same time, mail dispatched
from New York on 25 July and 16 August arrived in
Basel in 31 and 28 days respectively.

Airmail from Switzerland to Canada is sent by rail
to Lisbon to meet the Pan Am Transatlantic Clippers.
According to our records airmail from Canada to
Switzerland also goes via Great Britain . We are not
sure if it gets there by air or by sea. In a mailbag that
arrived in Geneva on 1 October, sent by air from
London to Lisbon, we found three letters postmarked
11 September in Canada.

We hope this information has helped you answer
the query from Montreal.

Be assured, Herr Minister, of our highest
attention .

SECTION POSTAL CONNECTIONS
Signed Müller

From another source I heard that the British
wanted all Commonwealth mail to go through London

for censorship purposes at this
time. Was that correct? Didn't
Bermuda get all the Canadian
mail to censor?

The next letter, later the
same month, is to a company
worried about business.

Neos Dental Company
Rue de Hesse 8
Geneve

Postal Connections via France-
Spain-Portugal

	

28 .X.1940

The Department of Industry
and Trade sent us your letter of 2
October and we are honored to
provide the following answer.

Mail destined for Switzerland,
arriving in Lisbon from abroad, is
forwarded to us on a fairly regular
basis. Sometimes there are

problems in France and Spain (damaged goods,
personnel shortages, rail interruptions) to deal with.
But in general Portugal, Spain and France have tried
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to get the mail to Switzerland as fast as possible . All
rumors to the contrary are incorrect. Last week, for
example, we received over 1000 sacks of mail from
England, North, Middle and South America, India,
East Asia and Australia.

Longer delays in mail, especially from British
lands, are to be expected since, in addition to the
shortage of ships, all overseas British Empire mail
must go through England. There the mail is censored
and waits for onward transport - between London and
Lisbon there are only 2-3 ships per month.

In the near future longer delays are to be expected
due to the floods in southern France and Spain that
have damaged the rail lines.

From the start of the war the PTT has been
committed to getting the mail through, despite the
enormous cost of delays and detours . For example,
packages to South America that can no longer be
directly sent by ship are now sent via New York at an
extra cost of 40000 francs . We have not collected this
cost from the senders. Further, during the rail
disruptions in Savoy, we have arranged transport
between Geneva and Annecy with Swiss trucks at our
own cost to assure continuity for the Swiss export
industry. Due to the developments in the war we are
often powerless to solve all the problems of the mail
and we hope that mail users will be understanding.

Sincerely
OBERPOSTINSPEKTORAT
Signed Bonjour

So there you have it . I don 't think the PTT was
very happy with the Neos Dental Company . In fact the
letter was very curt and in German, even though

Figure 2 - 31 December 1940, Thun to Montreal.
Postage for 5 grams airmail ( .30 basic + .60).
Canadian censor . Note rerouting from Basel to
Geneva-Lisbon .

going to Geneva . Patience with all the complainers
was wearing a little thin. The users of the mails
expected miracles and the PTT did deliver miracles,
but not all the time!

A similar letter was sent to a company in La
Chaux-de-Fonds on 5 December 1940. We will not
repeat it here, but it does contain a very interesting
table showing the time enroute for mail from the USA
to Switzerland . Here is that table from the 5 December
1940 letter to Invicta SA:

New York Departure Swiss Arrival Days Enroute
By Sea

19 September

	

18 October

	

29
19 September

	

20 November*

	

62
26 September

	

20 November*

	

55
3 October

	

6 November

	

34
3 October

	

10 November

	

38
10 October

	

10 November

	

31
10 October

	

17 November**

	

38
17 October

	

22 November

	

36
17 October

	

2 December

	

46
24 October

	

23 November

	

30
24 October

	

2 December**

	

39
By Air

15 October

	

20 October

	

5
20 October

	

29 October

	

9
22 October

	

31 October

	

9
24 October

	

5 November**

	

12
26 October

	

5 November

	

10
31 October

	

11 November

	

11
11 November

	

3 December***

	

22
12 November

	

4 December***

	

22
13 November

	

4 December***

	

21
16 November

	

3 December***

	

17

* = Censor in Bermuda and caught in floods in Spain
& France
** = Censor in Bermuda
*** = Flight delayed by bad weather

Finally, a short but very
interesting letter that shows how
the business aspects of the mail
came into play.

Postal District Headquarters
Zürich

Postal Connections with the US
13 December 1940

In response to your letter we
can inform you that negotiations
between the Portuguese
Government and the "American
Export Lines" have led to a new
contract for transport of the mail.
The invoice for this transport will
be rendered monthly and it must
be paid within 6 months . Because
of this new contract the transport
of our mail should be assured.
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We cannot tell exactly how long
the mail was stopped. Via telegram
from the American Government we
know that the steamer "Excambion "
that arrived in New York on 29
November carried no Swiss mail.
The steamer "Exeter" arrived in
New York on 9 December with only
parcels. We assume that 2 or 3
ships sailed without any Swiss mail.

This is an extra burden for the
recipients of mail, that is already
delayed due to the war . We only
learned of the problem from our
correspondents in the USA. We
have assured the US by telegram of
our attention to this matter.

Please pass our sympathy and
assurances to the Stehli Brothers

November 1995

Figure 3 - 13 November 1940,
Zürich to Columbus, Ohio . Postage
1 .80 ( .30 basic + .60 each 5 grams +
.30 registered) . Arrived New York
26 November, Columbus 27
November . Bermuda censor.

Company in Zürich.
SECTION POSTAL CONNECTIONS
SIGNED Müller

So 1940 comes to a close with
the mail moving fairly well, all
things considered.

I want to thank all who have
written about this series and sent
sample covers. They will appear
soon .

Next time, a single (long) letter
from February 1941 that gives a
great summary of the situation to
date .

Figure 4 - Registered Feldpost
letter to Chicago, postage paid.
Censored by the Swiss #363.
Departure date illegible (known to be
November 1940),

K Cancel Update: K numbers
have changed again . The Swiss
Cancel Collectors changed 3661
Uetendorf to K 1441 and 5463
Wislikofen to K1442 since published
in the September TELL.

This will be the last K cancel
update published in TELL. Anyone
wanting a copy of the recently issued
K Cancel Handbook, supplement 2,
send a dollar for postage to Chuck
LaBlonde .
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Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors
Donn Lueck

	

by Robert D. Gleichenhaus
Every AHPS member is eagerly awaiting the

ARIPEX convention to be held January 4-7, 1996 and
we will have Donn Lueck to thank for helping to put
on what promises to be a great program, which in-
cludes lots of Swiss material. Of course, we have to
recognize other organizers of the upcoming show, like
Chuck LaBlonde, but the "resident member" always
catches the heaviest work load.

Donn, who is currently serving as Western Direc-
tor of AHPS, held this responsibility back in 1981 and
arranged the AHPS convention at that time.

We asked Donn about his Swiss collecting special-
ties and his response was most interesting . "revenues
and documents from the Helvetic Republic Period to
the present . I have been involved in several catalogu-
ing efforts since 1972, when I started collecting reve-
nues. I am currently working with
Denis Gainon on a catalog of Swit-
zerland revenues which should be
completed sometime in 1995. (Ed.
note: The catalog has been issued).
Denis lives in Neuchatel, the cata-
log is in French, so it has been a
challenge for me because I never
studied the French language in
school . "

Donn started collecting stamps
in 1948 as a general collector . He
first got interested in collecting
Switzerland in 1958, specializing in
Strubels, Sitting Helvetia, stam-
pless covers of Basel and Geneva,
and WWI and WWII soldier stamps
and covers. In 1972 he started col-
lecting the revenue stamps of Swit-
zerland and has sold most of his
postage stamps . Presently his only
interest in Switzerland is revenues
and documents from the Helvetic
Republic period to the present.

"I have a passport issued to a
relative of a former member of
AHPS which also happens to bear a
previously unlisted municipal reve-
nue. The new 'find' will be listed in
the catalog of Denis Gainon . "

Donn is especially appreciative
of the friends that he has made in
AHPS. "My memories of Felix
Ganz, the nicest person I have ever
met in or out of stamp collecting.
Other nice people I have met over
the years include Ernie Bergman,
Chuck LaBlonde, Harlan Stone,
Mario Wiedenmeier, Steve Turchik,
Ralph Soderberg, the late Irv Sil-
verman, and many others . "

Even though Donn only
collects revenues, he
feels that he continues to
learn much from other
members articles, exhib-
its and collections.

Donn appreciates
what the membership
has done for him, and we
appreciate what he has
done for us in his years
of service to AHPS. We
look forward to the up-
coming convention in

Arizona being a memorable experience.
I must note that Donn franked his letter with a

group of variable rate U.S. postage in an interesting
manner, such that the five stamps added up exactly to
the correct postage of 32c.
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